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as studio. How can one deal with a successful  intervention of space, given only five days of ‘installation 
time’. Creek is a major strategist and planner. I would look forward to his strategic outcomes, had he taken 
a senior planning position across any level of governmental hierarchy. Creek takes the personal viewpoint, 
speaking for a large percentage of our population, by creatively editing life, a subtle and personal 
declaration for the general public [a thought but never confidently spoken?]. 

By taking many aspects of his previous work[s] Creek creates a literal interactive narrative of current times. 
Again, as the viewer negotiates his exhibited work, there is an impetus on narrative timing, stepping out 
the art experience as, once again, a sequence of planned encounters. I sense a tight connection between 
the solid object and the ephemeral as I journey through the interior spaces. 

Creek’s work for me identifies a contemporary sense of place. Along with a series of exquisitely rendered 
flag posts, identifying both personal and political signifiers, he takes us out of our historical comfort / 
safety zone and educates us in contemporary practice. What do I have left to remember whilst being 
bombarded with media and politics on a daily basis? Creek’s work over many familiar years has enabled 
me to formulate a journalistic strategy to establish a link between the past, the current and the future, in a 
creatively archival manner.

Creek reminds me that now, in the absence of theological or mythological narratives, we look to political 
and celebrity alternatives.

As I spend time with Greg discussing the quality of coffee in inner city Melbourne, I am reminded of the 
conversation between the narrator and the character of the Professor in Robert Dessaix’s  Night Letters.

‘I think’, he said chewing thoughtfully, ‘it’s because each of them represents one important kind of journeying. 
Yes I’m sure that’s why. Almost opposite kinds, in fact. And journeying is, after all, so fundamental to the way we 
humans think of ourselves and assign our lives a meaning. Every second book you read is about some kind of 
journey, really, isn’t it? And we constantly talk about paths in life – ways, roads, progress, stages and so on – all 
travel metaphors, when you think about it. I would say that Marco Polo and Casanova have come to stand for 
completely different ways of travelling – and therefore of living out your life.’  

Mark McDean is a Melbourne based artist and writer.
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of a future archive, from a multi-perspective viewpoint. The layered congregation of abstraction, realist 
figurative drawing and notations to self, explore a contemporary world view from personal, local, national 
and global vantage points. I would like to anoint Creek as our intellectual flâneur, thankfully with a creative 
edge. He walks the world in order to experience it. Because of the term flâneur’s usage and theorization by 
Baudelaire and numerous thinkers in economic, cultural, literary and historical fields, the idea of the flâneur 
has accumulated significant meaning as a referent for understanding urban phenomena and modernity. 
Creek also offers the viewer an opportunity to act as flaneur and interact with objects and images, further 
enhancing their cultural knowledge whilst increasing the worth of their personal creative capital.

Urban phenomena becomes a juxtaposition of craziness and calm, particularly during these days of 
rollercoaster share price indexes, economic graphs, intimate details of chair sniffing politicians and 
the return of the Liberal party to the blue blood stables. In Creek’s recent works this is the ‘stuff’ that 
strengthens the narrative in the work[s], recording a sequence of encounters.

And what does the intellectual flâneur gather during his journeys? Bower bird snippets of the current world, 
and the thought of negotiation of the finished work.  Consideration of bodily response to previous work was 
of, I feel, utmost importance. The way the viewer negotiated the table top drawings allowed the body to 
become even more investigative within a museum-like arena. 

In the recent Party Machines the interior gallery space has now become a three-dimensional maze 
[somewhat reminiscent of Eva Hesse’s wall/corner drawings from the late sixties, but taken on a longer 
journey into the actual gallery space]. Drawing has been a tool for both Hesse and Creek to search and 
experiment, shifting from painting to sculpture and emphasising the exploratory and formative character of 
drawing – seminal for both artists. So the starting point is established but, as the exploration of materials 
and surfaces gathers momentum, we are curious about the next step / level. One might also view the work 
of William Kentridge, and his use of the ‘long’ drawing frame of animation, along with his documented 
performances of drawing, with its a political edge. From the high art arena to the newspapers we read each 
day, Bruce Petty, although renowned for his political cartooning, has also made exquisite three dimensional 
works. These works are a classic example of political machinations meeting Luna Park, via the use of 
domestic hardware.

The notion of the artist working diligently in the studio until the early hours, smoky haze, bad lighting and 
Leonard Cohen sifting through the tape player is turned on its head as the artist takes on the gallery space 

George, the legal bigwig would drunkenly regale us with his supposed life story at every opportunity. In 
retrospect, the tale was mildly amusing. After his peaceful knit-ins against God and organised sport, he left 
the posh boarding school and flew south to violently urge the government to stop flooding the exquisite 
landscape and save a river at the same time. Morphing into a quasi Buddhist/Communist, he saved the 
planet in his head and destroyed at least two marijuana crops in a short space of time.

The Manifesto began in one of his frequent drug crazed frenzies. It’s what communists did wasn’t it? Although 
the share house was bereft of writing implements and surfaces he decided to ‘do the environmental thing’ 
and, during a late night bathroom visit, admired the Japanese scroll like form of the generic brand roll and, in 
the dusk hours, started his societal diatribe. He never went on to explain his choice of material and I wanted, 
often, to ask the big ‘why’ question. Yes, it was available in the hour of creative need but such an abject and 
loaded surface didn’t suit his tailored persona. Although close to the body and personal, he chose to carry it 
around and continue to flagrantly scribe in public.

Family embarrassment set in as he stepped down from the plane at Tullamarine, followed lazily by a twenty-
foot long path of scribbled Sorbent rustling in his wake. His meek and mild tone of voice had increased by 
several decibels as he ranted about government and ignoring red traffic lights, much to the amusement of his 
fellow passengers at the luggage carousel.
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An example of the continuous musings in my head, projected in the filmic tradition of the Movie Tone 
newsreel, with the inside of the skull as projection screen. During my thirty minute walk I wish that my 
interior cinema would close and my mind would be blank. Call me obsessive, or is this what all artists 
have going on in their heads at any given moment? Gaining a cerebral spam filter could quieten our 
minds, and focus on the truly creative aspects of brain – non spam.

Greg Creek has had the ‘eureka’ moment. His diarist works have exhibited the journey from portraiture to 
three-dimensional drawing via multi-panelled observations. I sense that Creek is examining the notions 


